
DecideAct enters collaboration-agreement in
South Korea

James Cho will build a sales pipeline, establish

contact with potential pilot customers as well

as identify potential partners and help design

the right go-to-market strategy for DecideAct

in South Korea and Asia.

With his network and knowledge of the product,

professor and consultant James Cho has the best

conditions to pave the way for DecideAct in the

Asian market.

NEXØ, DENMARK, June 1, 2021

/EINPresswire.com/ -- DecideAct has today

signed a cooperation agreement with

professor and consultant James Cho on

mapping the commercial opportunities for

DecideAct in South Korea and the surrounding

countries. Cho will initially build a sales

pipeline, establish contact with potential pilot

customers as well as identify potential

partners and help design the right go-to-

market strategy for South Korea and Asia.

DecideAct is a dedicated provider of solutions

that move manual implementation and follow-

up of strategy to a cloud-based Strategy

Execution Management solution. By rethinking

the way strategy is implemented, DecideAct

has created a groundbreaking tool that can

help companies and organizations achieve

their strategic goals. DecideAct’s vision is to

modernize strategic leadership through technology.

CEO and Co-founder of DecideAct, Flemming Videriksen is happy with the agreement, which he

considers very promising. He states: “It is DecideAct's first activity on the Asian continent, and

therefore an important strategic step for us. James Cho is extremely well-connected, and he has

a large network that counts decision makers from some of the largest companies and

organizationsnot just in South Korea, but throughout the region. Furthermore, he has a

detailed knowledge of our product, and thus the very best conditions to represent DecideAct and

pave the way for us in the Korean and Asian market.”

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.decideact.net


Through the new collaboration, DecideAct expects during 2022 to have clarity on how this new

market is best attacked. Afterwards, a decision will be made on which specific marketing and

sales activities to initiate in order to land the first contracts.

Cho, who began his career as Engineering & Planning Director for General Motors Korea, holds a

Master of Science from Kyungpook National University in Daegu, South Korea. For many years

he has run his own consulting business as well as been a lecturer and taught at various

universities. He is also the author of several publications and books on, among other things,

value-based leadership. James Cho is given the title of Associated Executive Advisor and will work

from his office in Seoul.
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